Consumers look
forward to 2021
We used the Toluna Start platform, the world’s first
end-to-end, real-time consumer intelligence
platform to understand how consumers feel.
The Toluna Start platform makes it easy to
analyze data.
During the global coronavirus pandemic, Toluna, Harris
Interactive, and KuRunData have been conducting a Global
Barometer study of consumers in 14 markets. Gain insight into
how the coronavirus has impacted consumers around the
world by understanding the next normal.

The future is bright

75%

of Americans are
optimistic about the
future.

38%

of Americans want to
be vaccinated ASAP, yet
28% say they won’t take
the vaccine.

Money concerns continue to
weigh heavily

54%

39%

51%

of Americans are concerned
about their financial security.

say they are less well-off now
that they were prior to the
pandemic.

have mixed feelings about
spending money over the
coming months.

Respondents plan to make changes to their personal finances as
a result of the way things have changed in recent months:
Save money

46%
37%

Be better at budgeting

35%

Pay off debts

26%

Keep more money in easy-access accounts

Attending events
is questionable
for 2021-22

27%

of respondents are still
uncomfortable with
going to an event (ie
a concert or sporting
event) in 2021-22.

But people are expecting to dine-out more
As restrictions ease, here’s what Americans plan to do in the next few months:
Go shopping in stores

46%
44%

Go out to dinner

37%

Online shop

34%

Eat healthier

33%

Think about spending more carefully

27%

Take more vitamins

Consumers look to return to shopping for
select items
Americans feel they definitely want to shop in-store for certain items:
36%

Groceries

32%

Drinks

27%

Household cleaning
Personal care, toiletries & hygiene

26%

Clothing

23%

Cosmetics

23%

Technology

18%

Cooking at home vs. eating out
Looking forward, here’s how Americans feel when it comes to eating:
I will continue to cook and eat at home

45%
42%

I plan to keep my cupboards stocked

39%

I am very eager to get back to going out for dinner to local restaurants

35%

I have missed the social aspect of eating out

30%

I worry about restaurants closing if we don’t go out to eat

Here’s how the pandemic has changed food habits:
I have experimented more with cooking

40%
30%

I managed to maintain a comparable level of enjoyment of food

32%

I ordered delivery from my favorite restaurants

21%

I bought new cooking equipment

19%

I have cooked outdoors more

Demo the Toluna Start Platform to see how real time access
to insights can work for you.
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